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Intr'Oduction

Iwo year-long studies of Adelaide's taxi industry were conducted in 1996 and 1998 by
the Transport Systems Centre of the University of South Australia. Ihey were to
provide statistical information on the operational characteristics of the industry for use
by people working in the industry and for policy-makers Funding for the studies came
from the South Australian Passenger Transport Research and Development Fund,
administered by the Passenger Transport Board (PTB) of South Australia.
The 1996 Baseline study was designed to provide a baseline of statistics so that future
researchers and policy-makers could identifY trends in the industry. The second study
was the first to provide trend data for Adelaide's taxi industry. These trends are reported
and discussed within this paper
One of the issues that the industry and the researchers were interested in was the impact
of hire cars (known as small chartered vehicles in Perth) on the taxi sector. In 1991 the
SA Labor government opened entry into the hire car sector I axi owners and drivers
feared that an expanded hire car sector would damage their business. Ihis paper will
also discuss the impact of hire cars on the taxi sector, using the evidence of the two
studies.. Before doing so general information on the methodology and the key findings
of the studies are presented, leading to an outline of the rationale for the decision to
open entry for hire cars

The Adelaide Taxi Industry Studies
Background
The 1996 Adelaide I axi Industry Baseline study was originally commissioned in 1995
to examine how well taxis were meeting demand, in order to determine the appropriate
number of licences The study went well beyond this, gathering a range of data about
the operations of the taxis themselves, about customer opinions on the taxi service and
even on the demand for taxi drivers (Primerano, 1997) The study highlighted the
relatively low earnings of drivers and the generally high availability of taxis (Transport
Systems Centre, 1997) Possibly as a result of these findings, the Government
discontinued the policy of issuing fifteen new general licences each year No data were
collected for hire cars.
Ihe 1998 study was commissioned to provide trend data. The range of data was not as
extensive as in the 1996 study, but data for key indicators were collected.. The
methodology behind the second study is reported in I ransport Systems Centre, 1999
The three main sources of data were booking records from centralised telephone
booking services, worksheet data filled in by drivers and rank observation data recorded
by staff. The data gathering for the last two of these were conducted over seven weeklong surveys in 1996 and three in 1998 Ihe three of 1998 were at the same time of the
year as three of the 1996 surveys, to enable direct comparison of the three main data
groups
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The overall rank observation method for the 1998 study was similar to that used in the
1996 study, with a small modification used for the second and third surveys. This
applied to the method of recording the waiting times during the IS-minute periods.. For
the 1996 surveys and the May 1998 survey, the waiting time for either a taxi or a
passenger was recorded after the queues were counted. If the taxi queue was one or
more cars long, then the waiting time was recorded for the next taxi to join the rank
queue. Similarly, if a passenger queue was counted then the waiting time for the next
passenger to join the queue was recorded Hence the waiting time for both passengers
and taxis was not recorded at the end of each IS-minute period - it was recorded for
either a passenger or a taxi but not both., The average waiting time for an entity was
calculated by adding the waiting times and dividing by the number of IS-minute periods
in the observation This was recorded as a value in minutes and seconds
The variation used in the second and third surveys of 1998 for recording the waiting
times was an effort to make the procedure simpler for the observers. After the queues
were counted at the end of each IS-minute period, observers were asked to record the
waiting times for both the next passenger and the next taxi to arrive at the rank,. In some
instances where the rank was extremely busy, this proved difficult as the passenger rank
could queue and dissipate very quickly, This level of activity did not occur often during
any of the 1998 surveys and was hot considered a problem. One criticism of the method
of recording waiting times once every fifteen minutes is that on a busy rank with
passenger departures upwards of 120 per hour, the sampling rate is less than one in
thirty. A flexible sampling scheme such as the current once every fifteen minutes plus
sampling every (say) fifteenth passenger during busy periods would result in a richer
data set But it would likely tax most observers since the times of the observations
where ranks are busy are often in the small hours of a morning and the extra load may
prove too much of a burden Having two observers for the known busy times would
then be required if the extra sampling were desired
The rank observations of the 1998 surveys were chosen to be comparable in place, day
of the week and time to many ofthose of the 1996 surveys. Thus meaningful parallels
could be drawn though evidence from the rank surveys cannot be provided in a
convenient summary. In both studies, observation places and periods were designed to
try to ascertain when the taxi industry was not coping with demand
It was clear that the typical taxi rank had taxis waiting at it, not passengers Waiting
times for passengers tended to occur in the early hours of Saturday and Sunday near
entertainment venues and occasionally at suburban shopping centres during weekdays
Apart from the early hours of New Years Day 1996 (when cnstomer waits of over an
hour were recorded) the longest average customer waiting time in any fifteen minute
period in either study was just over fifteen and a half minutes, This was recorded at the
Casino rank from midnight to 0400 on a Sunday morning in November 1998, (The
equivalent 1996 survey recorded a maximum average waiting time of only one minute
and forty seconds) In the equivalent 1998 survey the average queue length was 66 and
departures were reasonably steady at nearly four per minute throughout the observation
period and the rank was still busy at 4am For the same rank and time comparison,
passenger departures increased 258% while taxi departures increased 459%,
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Interestingly the mean occupancy fell from three to two passengers per taxi. At the same
rank in the May surveys, the average waiting time for passengers feU from just over 8
minutes down to just 19 seconds. This variation highlights the somewhat stochastic
nature of the activity at taxi ranks and reinforces the contention that a higher sampling
rate for measuring passenger wait times at busy ranks may be required The Casino rank
during November and December is particularly volatile

Telephone bookings
Between the 1996 and 1998 studies the structure of the telephone booking operation in
Adelaide changed.. In 1996 there were three major comparties and one smaller company,
each of which ran its own booking system In addition to these, there was one company
concerned solely with work for the wheelchair accessible taxis and handled all calls of
this genre.. Another company of about twenty taxis ran its own booking system during
Tariff 1 (weekday) periods and contracted one of the major companies to handle its calls
at other times
By the time of the 1998 study, the three major companies were handling all the
telephone bookings, including those for the accessible taxis. These companies had
invested heavily in computer-based despatching systems which have decreased the
despatch time of calls to the extent where in periods when taxis are readily available,
jobs may often be accepted by a taxi driver before the caller has finished the call.
Telephone booking data were collected from each of the major comparties for both of
the study years.. The data collected were daily totals for 1996 and 1998 and the daily
total oftelephone bookings for each company was aggregated to give the figure for the
industry for each day
Booked Work by Day ortbe Week
AIIBS96 and AIIS98
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Compar ison of telephone booking work by day of the week (source:
Transport Sytems Centre (1999), p 21)
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Ihere was a decline in the total number of bookedjobs from 5.35m in 1996 to 461m in
1998 Ihis represents a fall of 138%. Weekdays experienced the most severe decline
with no less thao a 14% decrease recorded on aoy of the five days (see Figure I)

Worksheet data
Ihroughout the taxi study in 1998, 250 operators were asked to participate by
completing worksheets for a specific one-week period.
Table 1

Survey
I
2
3

Comparing the return rates of'worksheets from taxi operators in the
1996 and 1998 studies,
Requested (1998)
60
82
108

% Returned (1998) % Returned in 1996
677
617
500
610
48.9
44.4

RetulD rates were similar for equivalent surveys over the two years (I able I) Past
experience has indicated that at least twenty complete records of a week's activity are
needed for confident findings to be drawn But while findings for all taxis over a survey
week as a whole can be confidently made, findings for individual shifts are more
uncertain - due to the smaller sample size - and were aggregated over all the surveys
for the year
Table 2 provides summary information from the two studies Further comparisons cao
be obtained from Traosport Systems Centre (1997), Transport Systems Centre (1999)
aod from Clement, Radbone and Primeraoo (1999).. Note that the figures for active time
per shift shown in Table 2 and denoted with ao asterisk do not include breaks for meals
or the time to repair mechaoical faults etc. The trip-related statistics of Table 2 are for
live trips only and do not include no,job trips.. A no-job trip was recorded on the
worksheets by drivers when:
• the passenger was not at the addr'ess given in the telephone booking (often called a
no-show); or
• when no payment was made at the completioniof the trip
The figures of I able 2 indicate that the amount of work as measured by the number of
trips per taxi has stagnated if not declined over the two years.. We discuss below the
caution needed when calculating the total amount of work Bearing this in mind, the
estimated number ofjobs was 8 76m in 1996 aod '793m in 1998. Ihis represents a fall
of 9 5% Ihe first three months of 1998 recorded the highest decline of about 23% over
those months while the last three recorded an increase of about 3% Ihe remainder
recorded a decrease of about 8% Using the estimated number ofjobs aod the number of
passengers per trip, the number of passengers carried by the taxi industry was I3 Im in
1996 compared with 123m in 1998 This represents a drop ofjust over 6%
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Table 2

Revenue and operational statistics (source: Tr'ansport Sytems Centr'e
(1999), p iv)
Statistic

Revenue statistics
$ per total kilometre
$ per kilometre with passenger(s)
$ per working hour *
$ per hour with passenger(s)
$ per shift
$ per trip
Trip stati,stics
passengers per trip
distance with passenger(s) per trip (km)
average trip duration (minutes)
Shift statistics
live distance per shift (km)
total distance per shift (km)
working time per shift (h:min)*
passengers per shift
live (revenue) trips/shift
Proportions oj live distance and time
% total kilometres with passengers
% working time with passengers*
Origin ofwork
% trips booked through the telephone
% trips hailed
% trips ofI'rank

ATIBS96

ATIS98

% change

066
134
1542
4497
15560
979

072
144
1639
4722
16786
lU7

9J
75
63
5,0
79
141

1.49
73
1l.1

1.55
78
144

115'7
236,9
10:06
235
15,9

1164
2316
10:14
232
150

488
34.3

50.3
34,7

62.1
105
27.3

5'7 '7
12 I
30.1

Ihe working time per shift has slight]y increased but the numbel of ltips pel shift has
decreased, In conltast, the revenue figures have increased" While it is ltue that the
length of tlips in telms of both time and distance has increased, the main reasons fOl the
increase in revenue are the fare increases that occurred during this pedqd, That of I7
FeblUaty 1997 complised a 2,5% increase plus a I % safety levy, The adjusltnent of 17
Februaty 1998 eliminated the 'free' ltaveI component of the distance charges fOl both
TadlI' I and I ariff 2" Previously about 100 meltes of initial ltave] could be taken
without the fare increasing The adjustment of 17 FeblUaty 1998 also increased the
ratifI'2 flagfall from $3,00 to $4,00. The results of these changes meant an increase in
latiff I 7km fate from $830 (in 1996) to $8,,70 (from 17 FeblUaty ]998) and from
$9,70 to $] I. 10 fOl a 7km fate in a latiff2 pedod
I wo indicatOls of taxi wOlk pedod efficiency were measured in both studies, Ihese are
shown in Table 2,
•
•

the propOltion of shift time caHying one 01 more passengers (% live time); and
the propOltion oftota] distance ltavelled while callying one 01 more passengers
(% live distance).
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There was no change in these indicators between the two yems: in 1996 the proportion
of live time was 34% and the proportion of live distance was 49% while the
corresponding figures for 1998 were 35% and 50% These figures m'e within the bounds
of expected survey vmiation Future studies may pick up a trend in these indicators
The evidence of a decline in telephone bookings over the two yems is firm What is in
more doubt is the level of total work The worksheets indicated that in 1998 a higher
proportion of work originated from raok and hail than was the case in 1996, The lower
number of booked jobs represents a lower proportion of the total work in 1998,
Worksheet proportions from each survey were used to calculate multiplication factors
that were in turn used to estimate total work from the daily booking totals for the entire
yem, TIris total work figure is therefore sensitive to the proportions used and the days to
which each is applied. Booked work represented 60 1%, 60,9% and 52,5% in the three
worksheet surveys of 1998, Resemchers used the patterns in factor values from the
seven worksheet surveys of 1996 to determine the months to which each of the three
1998 factors would be applied, This resulted in the total work estimate figme of 793m
jobs, A sensitivity analysis revealed that possible vmiations in total work ranged from
124% to 84% Interestingly, prior to the release of the final 1998 report, industry
sources estimated the decline in work to be mound 10%,
From the foregoing discussion it is c1em that some caution has to be expressed
regmding some findings from the studies but it can be confidently stated that between
the yems 1996 to 1998:
•
jobs through centralised booking services declined by 13 8%;
•
total revenue increased slightly due to the metered fme increases; and
•
total work as measured by the number ofjobs declined by about 10%

Taxis and hire cars

On the face of it, taxis me perhaps the most notorious exmnple of the pernicious effects
of government regulations to restrict competition, Restrictions on taxi numbers by
governments have led to a mmket in taxi licences that has seen taxi 'plates' changing
hands for a qumter of a million dollars in some cities and upwards of $150,000 in
Adelaide (see Transport Systems Centre, 1997 for' a list of plate prices in the major
Australian cities)., It is mgued that these mnounts serve no economically useful purpose
at all and simply drive up the cost of a taxi fme, The restrictions themselves result in
customers having to wait for taxis longer than they otherwise would. It is no wonder
then that there have been many calls for taxi deregulation by both academic economists
and government advisory bodies (for exmnple Swan, 1979; Gaunt and Black, 1994;
Industry Commission, 1994; Findlay and Round, 1995; Soon, 1999).,
Despite these calls, and despite the generally favourable evidence from at least one New
Zealand city which has opened entry (Monison, 1997), Australian state governments
have been impervious to change,. The high licence prices themselves have created a
political constituency with a very strong vested interest that would be expensive to buy
out Also defenders of limited entry point to the evidence of numerous cities in the
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lhe number of hire car licences expanded dramatically to the point that at one stage
there were about 900 - almost as many as there were taxi licences, lhe bulk ofthese
were taken out by people who used the hire car status to reduce tax by claiming
deductions for the cost of their expensive car Higher accreditation costs and new
requirements imposed by the Passenger Transport Act reduced the number of hire cars
to about 600, though most of the owners used the vehicle only occasionally for
cornnrrercialservice,
lhere are no available official figures on hire cars regularly competing with taxis,
Private estimates of the number of hire cars working each day range from 70 (a modest
estimate from a taxi source) to 200 (a government somce) Sources within the industry
estimate that the average hire car would do about eleven jobs a day, therefore the
number of jobs done by hire cars would be between 770 and 2,200 per day,. This
compares with about 14,600 booked taxi trips per day Note that the decline in taxi
telephone bookings was n 8% from 1996 to 1998

The evidence of hire car competition
Although neither study directly examined hire cars, the two studies do provide evidence
of the impact of these on the taxi sector lhe most obvious evidence is the decline in
booked work Hire cms themselves me confined to work from telephone bookings" lhe
decline in bookedjobs for taxis can clemly be allIibuted to hire cms, particularly given
that the proportions of rank and hail work have increased Another possible factor is that
taxis are being booked directly through a driver's mobile phone
Until the 1996 Baseline study was conducted there was no accmate data on what
proportion of Adelaide's taxi jobs were booked through calls to a booking company It
is generally believed that the lower the number of taxis available, the more likely they
will be booked using a telephone.. People in New York will hail a cab in the street;
people in a country town will ring for one It was also assumed that as the telephone
became more widely available in the community, so was the reliance on booking
companies. By 1994, when legislation made it compulsory for taxi operators to be allied
to a telephone booking company, only eighteen of the nine hundred or so cabs were not
thus affiliated lhe government estimate at that time was that as much as 80% ofjobs
originated from telephone bookings,
It came then as somewhat of a surprise to find only 62 1% ofjobs were recorded in the

1996 worksheets as being booked by phone. Were the estimates always too high, or had
there been a significant decline? lhe still lower figure of 57..7% in 1998 suggests the
latter, but to what extent hire cars and/or the drivers' mobile phones are contributing to
the decline is unknown
Certainly taxi drivers were quick to adopt mobile phones and by 1991 there were
established informal networks of taxis that would feed work to each other using mobile
phones" Findlay and Round (1995) argued that mobile phones can obviate the need for
regulation by allowing customers to directly ring taxis of their choice Adelaide
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In contrast to the decline in booked work, estimated total work during weekends
increased when hail and rank work was included (see Figure 2)
Estimated Iotal Work by Day ofthe Week
AIlBS96 and A IIS98

Percentage changes: 1996 to 1998
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Figure 2

Estimated total work by day of the week (source: Transport Systems
Centre (1999), p 44)

The estimated number of jobs from hail work increased slightly from 0 92m in 1996 to

o 96m while the estimated number of jobs from lank work remained constant at just
undeI 2Am In addition the proportions of telephone booked work completed in tariff
one (day) and tariff two (night and weekend) time periods changed from 1996 to 1998,
In 1996 half ofthe bookings were for tariff one jobs (2 68m tariff one and 2,67m tariff
2) and by 1998 the figure had fallen to 45% (2.07m tariff one and 254 tariff 2).
Interestingly, this is despite a much largeI increase in taxi fares for tariff two (night and
weekend) than for tariff one

Data collection techniques for f"ture studies
Issues that continued horn the 1996 study to the latest study were the problems of:
•
worksheet response rates (as discussed above);
•
quality of responses; and
•
uniformity of information from telephone booking companies
Improved and more abundant information on the industry is achievable through the
telephone booking companies.. Since 1996 Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and
automatic despatching systems have become an integral part of the telephone booking
companies' operations. Depending on the despatching system used, GPS allows the
location of vehicles to be known in real-time or, by using telecommunications, the
drivers can advise the centralised booking companies of their location. This information
is used to despatch jobs automatically and evenly across the fleet affiliated to a booking
company
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The opinions expressed are those of the authors and are not necessaIily those of the
Passenger Transport BOaId, nor of the representative bodies of the taxi and hire CaI

industries,
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